Learning algorithms become more powerful, often at the cost of increased complexity. In response, the demand for algorithms to be transparent is growing. In NLP tasks, attention distributions learned by attention-based deep learning models are used to gain insights in the models' behavior. To which extent is this perspective valid for all NLP tasks? We investigate whether distributions calculated by different attention heads in a transformer architecture can be used to improve transparency in the task of abstractive summarization. To this end, we present both a qualitative and quantitative analysis to investigate the behavior of the attention heads. We show that some attention heads indeed specialize towards syntactically and semantically distinct input. We propose an approach to evaluate to which extent the Transformer model relies on specifically learned attention distributions. We also discuss what this implies for using attention distributions as a means of transparency.
INTRODUCTION
When trusting a machine-generated summary it may be crucial to have an understanding of how this summary came to be. Attention mechanisms [2, 12] have gained popularity in the context of deep learning-based approaches to summarization [15, 19, 20] . Briefly, classic attention mechanisms learn a function that assigns a score to each encoder's hidden state based on its relevancy to the word being decoded. Through a weighted average with these softmaxed scores, hidden states with high scores are amplified. Because they provide an interpretable heatmap over an input sequence, attention mechanisms have been used to gain insights in the behavior of a given model [3, 9, 11] . However, this may be misleading. First, in commonly used architectures such as Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks (Bi-RNNs) [18] and Transformers [20] a lot of computation takes place between an input token and the hidden Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Paris '19, June 21-25, 2019, Paris, France © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn state. As a result, it is unclear whether the hidden state that an attention weight operates on corresponds to its input token. Second, shown heatmaps are usually cherry picked and do not necessarily generalize over all examples [3, 9, 11] . Third, different attention distributions can lead to the same model output, which implies that "attention is not explanation" [9] .
Can attention distributions in a Transformer model [20] trained for abstractive summarization be used to address model transparency for the summarization task? Transformer models consist of a modular, multi-headed structure. Because of this modularity, we may be able to find distinct interpretable patterns that generalize over a large number of examples.
We adopt a qualitative and a quantitative approach to investigate the behavior of attention heads. For the qualitative approach we visually inspect the encoder self-attention and decoder crossattention and find that some heads attend to locations, persons, organization nouns, or punctuation. We then introduce several metrics to quantitatively evaluate whether the previous findings generalize over 1K news articles as well as different initializations of the model. Importantly, by doing so we move away from cherry picked attention heatmaps. We then discuss a method to investigate to what extent the Transformer model relies on certain attention distributions, inspired by recent work on adversarial attention [9] . This raises the question whether adversarial methods invalidate the use of learned attention distribution as a means for transparency.
With this work we contribute: (1) quantitative metrics that measure the degree to which attention heads specialize towards attending Part-of-Speech (POS), Named Entity (NE) tags and relative position; and (2) a method for adversarial attacks on seq2seq Transformers to assess the effect of individual attention heads on model output.
RELATED WORK
Transparency in machine learning has become important as models become more complex and more frequently play a role in decision making [7, 14] . Terms such as explainability and transparency are hard to define and open for multiple interpretations. Gilpin et al. [7] describe an explanation to be an answer to "why questions" and consider it a trade-off between interpretability and completeness. Interpretability means being understandable to humans, whereas completeness covers how well the explanation is faithful to the actual model mechanics. Doshi-Velez and Kim [5] note that interpretability can be used to evaluate desiderata besides performance such as causality or trust. Mittelstadt et al. [14] argue that transparency addresses how a model functions internally. Such a model or its components can be called transparent when they can be comprehended entirely. Following [5, 14] , we maintain that a fully transparent model should be understandable for a user. However, since fully transparent models are not always capable of competitive performance, we argue that a step in the direction of a more interpretable model already provides transparency. We want to understand the attention mechanism and its role in the Transformer to assist in the discussion on whether attention provides transparency.
Attention for transparency in NLP
The following recent work is aimed towards a better understanding of attention distributions and whether it can be used to explain a model. Raganato et al. [17] study the self-attention of a Transformer encoder for NMT and observe that some heads mark syntactic dependency relations. Vig [21] visualizes BERT's [4] selfattention and finds patterns such as attention to the surrounding words, identical/related words, predictive words and delimiter tokens. Concurrent to our work, Voita et al. [22] perform a similar analysis of multi-headed attention in NMT and Michel et al. [13] for BERT [4] . They find that heads specialize towards linguistically interpretable roles, but that a majority can be pruned after training without affecting performance. Jain and Wallace [9] observe that attention is commonly (implicitly or explicitly) claimed to provide insight into model dynamics. They argue that if attention is used as explanation, it should exhibit two properties: (1) attention should correlate with feature importance measures; and (2) adversarially crafted attention distributions should lead to different predictions, or be considered equally plausible explanations. Such an adversarial attention distribution should maximally differ from the learned attention, while the corresponding output distribution is constrained to be the same within a small range ϵ. With a Bi-RNN or CNN encoder it is possible to construct such adversarial distributions for NLP classification tasks such as binary text classification. They argue that attention heatmaps should thus not be so easily assumed to provide transparency for model predictions [9] .
The Transformer
The Transformer is a seq2seq model that relies solely on (self-)attention and stacks several encoders and decoders. Self-attention computes scores between each of the input tokens, as opposed to computing scores between encoder and decoder hidden states, referred to as cross-attention. Multi-headed attention refers to having multiple "representation subspaces" or heads governed by separate sets of W Q ,W K ,W V weight matrices. These matrices project each input into a query, key and value vector from which scores and context vectors are computed. The attention function itself is scaled dot product attention and identical to Luong et al. [12] 's dot-product attention apart from the scaling factor (Eq. (2)). H represents an embedding for the bottom encoder/decoder and a hidden state for the remainder (Eq. (1)).
Our work extends and differs from the related work just discussed in three important ways: (1) we introduce three metrics relevant to summarization to quantify patterns in attention; (2) we analyze the decoder cross-attention in addition to the encoder self-attention; Figure 1 : Attention head focusing on locations. and (3) our input sequences (news articles) are significantly longer than the short sentences used in previous work.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We adopt OpenNMT's implementation [10] of the CopyGenerator Transformer [6] . Both encoder and decoder have four layers with eight heads. We use scaled dot attention, Gehrmann et al. [6] 's new summary specific coverage function, Wu et al. [23] 's length penalty during beam-search decoding at inference time, and See et al. [19] 's pointer generator architecture.
We use the CNN/Daily Mail [8, 15] dataset containing roughly 300.000 news articles and use the script provided by Nallapati et al. [15] to split this into a train, test and validation set. Articles consist on average of 781 tokens and summaries of 56 tokens. Following See et al. [19] we truncate articles to 400 words. We train two identical models with different parameter initializations to investigate whether stochasticity affects the way attention heads specialize. Both models have similar ROUGE scores (ROUGE-1: 38.76/38.81, ROUGE-2: 17.13/16.77, ROUGE-L: 36.00/36.28).
QUALITATIVE APPROACH
We extend a tool originally created to visualize a copy-generator model by See et al. [19] . It highlights words in an input article based on the magnitude of their corresponding attention weights and gives control over which attention type, layer or head to visualize. 1 We compute an overall attention distribution by summing and normalizing attention weights over all time steps.
For the encoder, the vast majority of the attention heads seem to focus on preceding, succeeding or surrounding words. Similarly for the decoder, several heads find an occurrence of the currently or previously decoded word. Some heads seem to focus on punctuation and delimiters overall, confirming observations from Vig [21] .
Strikingly, when inspecting the overall decoder attention, there are heads that seem to focus on key words, locations (Figure 1 ), organizations, people or days of the week. These heads appear to have learned to detect such entities without explicit supervisory signals. However, there are plenty of articles for which these patterns are less obvious (Figure 2 ). Such "counter examples" might indicate that these patterns do not generalize and are based on our bias for interpretability, or the model might sometimes fail to predict the specialized attention, similar to how the ROUGE score is lower for some documents than others.
QUANTITATIVE APPROACH
To support our findings from the qualitative visualizations and examine to what extent the observation generalize, we introduce three quantitative metrics. 
Relative position
We record how often the maximum attention weight is on preceding or successive tokens relative to the token currently being encoded or decoded. Figure 3 shows that at least nine encoder heads and four decoder heads focus on relative positions. This behavior brings 
POS-KL
We tag each article in the test set (see Section 3) with 12 universal part-of-speech tags [16] using a POS tagger by FLAIR [1] . For every article we compute a histogram of POS tag counts to serve as the baseline. Then, for each head these tag counts are multiplied by the accumulated attention weights of all tokens labeled with that tag and normalized. The degree to which an attention head is specialized can be measured by the difference between its attentionweighted POS tag distribution and the baseline POS tag distribution. We use the KL-divergence to quantify this difference and average these over all articles. Figure 4a shows the decoder cross-attention weighted POS tag distributions for three heads with the highest KL-divergence. The peaks at the punctuation, noun and verb tag confirm that some heads consistently focus on specific word categories. For the two trained models, different specializations emerge. Model 2 has two heads with a large peak for verbs, and all three heads have a relatively high peak at punctuation as well. Model 1 has no such peaks for verbs and only one of the top three heads that focuses on punctuation.
NEP
Each article is tagged with four named entities: persons, locations, organizations, and miscellaneous, using a NE tagger by FLAIR [1] .
Unlike POS tags, however, not each token is a named entity. This can cause a high KL-divergence between the attention weighted named entity distribution and baseline (NE-KL), even if a head barely attends to named entities. We found computing the proportion of attention mass over all named entities (NEP) to be a better method for detecting specialized heads.
The baseline ratio of named entities over articles is 0.1. Figure 4b shows the top three cross-attention weighted distributions over named entities based on NEP. Heads shown have a NEP of at least double the baseline ratio. Large peaks at persons and organizations can be observed for both models. Model 1's most specialized head corresponds to the 'location head' found in our qualitative analysis. This indicates the ability to detect specialized heads using NEP. It simultaneously provides more insight into what such a head actually attends and how well our qualitative findings generalize. We refer the reader to the appendix for a complete overview of the metrics for all attention heads, including standard deviations.
Analysis
We did not detect any POS or NE specialization for the encoder's overall self-attention. This is in line with the earlier observation that most encoder heads attend relative positions. It is important to note that we have not evaluated the models on per-document ROUGE scores. This could explain the observed difference in specialization between models. Perhaps model 2 performs better on articles for which verbs are important in the summary, resulting in a head that more explicitly attends verbs. Another note is that not every article contains named entities, causing a decrease in NEP. One interesting example can be found in Appendix A, where a NE-specialized head highlights lions in one article. Lions are not named entities but do fulfil a similar role, indicating that NEP might not always fully capture a specialization.
The main takeaway is that we show that some attention heads specialize towards attending relative locations, nouns, verbs, punctuation, persons, locations or named entities. The top 3 specialized heads that were found using our quantitative approach line up with findings from visualizations. However, an analysis of POS-KL and NEP distributions over articles also indicate that heads only specialize to some extend and sometimes take into account a considerable amount of non-related tokens. This supports claims by Jain and Wallace [9] , urging the research community to be careful in using attention as explanation.
ADVERSARIAL ATTENTION
Given that some attention heads are found to focus on interpretable input, we want to understand to what extent the model actually relies on these specific attention distributions. For future work, we propose to adapt the adversarial attention method by [9] to make it compatible with a seq2seq Transformer model using beam search. Instead of requiring the output distributions to be within a small ϵ, it is sufficient to constrain the top K output probabilities of each decoding to be within a small ϵ, whereby K = beamsize. This will result in identical output sequences, since the beam search path with the highest probability remains the same. As a consequence, we can craft one adversarial attention distribution for each decoding step and aggregate them to evaluate the overall success on a summary. Additionally, we propose to modify the attention distribution of a specialized head to attend another specific phenomenon. For example, we could construct a distribution that solely attends persons for a head that specializes towards locations and observe whether locations change into persons. The Transformer model is large, in our case containing 32 heads for both the encoder and decoder. It is unclear to what degree modifying the attention distribution of one head can be expected to affect the output summary.
However, if such an adversarial distribution can be constructed, it raises the question to what extend it invalidates the learned attention distribution as means for transparency. Should an attention distribution have a causal relationship with the model output in order to use it for transparency, or does the fact that the model has learned this distribution justify using it as such? Similarly, does the use of attention heads to address transparency become invalidated if different specializations form for architecturally identical model on the same data set? Or does this add to its value because it shows differences between models that otherwise remain undetected?
CONCLUSION
We have presented a qualitative and quantitative approach to better understand what Transformer attention heads attend to in abstractive summarization. Some attention heads do specialize towards interpretable parts of a document, but this does not apply to all documents. We confirm this with three proposed metrics that quantify what heads focus on in terms of POS tags, named entities and relative position. We also find that these specializations are not consistent over differently initialized models. Finally, we discuss the use of adversarial attention to examine the effect of attention distributions on model output, and ask what such adversarial methods imply for transparency.
One limitation of this work is that there is no proof that the index of a hidden state corresponds to a (contextual) representation of the corresponding input token. A natural question is why specialized heads perform poorly on some articles. Future work could compare per-document ROUGE with POS-KL and NEP to examine correlations between summarization and head specialization. Specialized NE head with a low NEP. This is interesting because this head attends animals in this article, which are not named entities. However, intuitively this example still shows a form of specialization, but this is not reflected by the NEP metric. 
